
HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT 2023-24

CLASS-VIII

Summer, summer,

I’m so glad you’re here!

Summer, summer,

Let’s give a cheer!

Summer, summer,

I’ll meet you at the park

Summer, summer,

Let’s stay up till dark!

Dear Parent,

We wish you and your child a very happy summer holidays.

It’s time to enjoy and create a bond with family, friends and

relatives. To utilize this time in the most constructive way

we have prepared Holiday Homework for the students on

the principle of “learning by doing” for his/her holistic

development.

Kindly ensure that the holiday homework is completed by

the students under the guidance of the parents.



SUBJECTS ASSIGNMENT

ENGLISH  “Reading on a daily basis should become a routine as brushing your teeth before bedtime.

Reading for pleasure on a daily basis can improve fluency and nurture a love for reading”.

So read one page of the English Text Book and Story Books.

 Design an English magazine which should have an attractive cover page and name of the

magazine, a few articles on the City of your choice, an interesting, self written story/poem,

riddles, amazing facts, self made advertisement, 5 idioms, 5 proverbs depicted pictorically,

an interview with a celebrity, etc.

HINDI  lIrkg esa 3 ckj viuh jQ iqfLrdk esa ,d ist lqys[k djsa ,oa viuh euilan ,d

dgkuh i<+sa] dgkuh dk lans'k le>sa vkSj u, 'kCnksa dk Kku çkIr djsaA

 dksbZ nks Hkkjrh; efgyk f[kykM+h ftUgksaus varjkZ’Vªh; Lrj ij Hkkjr

dk xkSjo c<k;k gks muds ckjs esa o.kZu djrs gq, fp= lfgr ¼A4 size½

pkVZ cuk,¡A
MATHS  Collect information about any five historical monuments. Prepare a model of any three 

historical monuments using three dimensional shapes like cylinder, cone, cuboid, prism 

and pyramids.

SCIENCE  Brochure Making: After decades of population growth and economic development, India

is now the third largest emitter of greenhouse gases in the world. Not only is it now having

a large impact on the climate, India is among the countries most vulnerable to climate

change due to its geography and dependence on agriculture. It has been estimated that if

emissions are not significantly reduced India could suffer economic losses of USD 35

trillion. Indeed, much of India experienced a heat wave in April this year and in 2021

alone it experienced a number of extreme weather events: cyclones, a glacier collapse,

heat waves and floods. Thus, India makes a thought-provoking case study for

policymakers and risk professionals given the difficult trade-offs that need to be made

between the competing claims of climate mitigation, adaptation and economics.

Using the link: Pioneers Of Climate Action: Meet 17 Young Indian Activist Selected For

UN India’s ‘We The Change Campaign’ (indiatimes.com), analyze the problems of

climate change and compile your findings in the form of Brochure through paper folding

technique on any 4 such personalities which are working towards Climate change from

India and their initiatives.

SOCIAL 

SCIENCE

 Poster Making: Marginalisation of women in the workplace has resulted into increased

discrimination of women. Moreover, marginalization of women has also resulted into

dominance of men in the workplace. Today, many powerful positions in must large

organizations are dominated by men due to biased attitude against women from holding

such positions. Prepare a banner on an A3 size sheet creating awareness among people

advocating equal rights of women in the workplace.

Link- Marginalised groups | Right to Education Initiative (right-to-education.org)

COMPUTER  Make a presentation in MS Powerpoint on any five Indian Politicians and do the 

formatting in it of your choice.

SPORTS  Practice Suryanamaskar daily, early in the morning. (3 rounds)

G.K.  Read English/Hindi Newspaper daily and keep yourself updated on daily basis.

VALUE 

EDUCATION

 Distribute some grains to any three needy persons who come to your house/ the people 

who sit outside the temples.

SOCIAL 

ACTIVITY

 “SWACHH BHARAT ABHIYAN” Clean any public park/the area outside your house. 

Also put some banner or poster like “Don’t Litter, throw waste in dustbin only.”

SUMMER 

VISIT

 Visit any of the following monuments with your family and also take photographs & paste 

them in your scrap book: Surya Mandir, Jai Vilas Palace, Gwalior Fort, Gujri Mahal, etc.

ART & CRAFT • Make any creative jewellery items using 

beads, stones, mirror, etc.(Best art work 

will be displayed in the exhibition.)

• Draw a painting on “Traditional Folk Art”.

S.T.E.M. FUN  Create/Display a science project/experiment. Watch the given videos to get some 

innovative ideas. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyBn-GCj8doClick your picture 

while doing any one of the experiments and paste it in your science notebook.NOTE: 

•Revise the chapters completed in March and April.

•Best Assignments will be awarded. Originality of the work will be appreciated.

•Project/Home work will be assessed on the basis of neatness, creativity and originality of ideas.

Have a great vacation and enjoy yourself


